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?AHT I: A CHITICAL ,<EVE''; OF SOi·lE S'l'UDIES

OF SLIGHTLY STRATIFH:D ESTUARIE3

The f10\-/ in estuaries has ceen studied for many years,

and significant progres:-: has been made in l'redicting t:1e behaviour of

sharply stratified (salt wedge) a~d unstratified (weIl mixed) types. In

between these limiting cases are estuaries in which partial mixing of

salt and fresh water occurs and in which there are continuous vertical

and horizontal salini ty gradients, typical of which is the coastal plain

estuary of Pritchard.

Pritchard (1), (2) developed simplified equations to de-

scribe a coastal plain estuary, and these equations have been further

developed and partially solveù by H.attray and Hé'J1scn in a series of pa-

pers (3), (4) and (5). J"any coastal plain estuaries and sor::e other clas-

ses of estuaries are slitSht1y stratified, as defined in later sections,

and for these cases the rhysical oasis of Fritchard's model is revic·.vcd.

In the latter part of toe rafcr the sinrli fieù equations 'C.sed by Hansen

and Rattray are obtained in a more systcmatics ma..'1ner and the' solutions

they presented are âiscussed.

In a later paper in this series we will considcr a more

rigorous deri vation 0 f the mathemati cal model.

2.

Cameron and Pri tchard (6) define an estuary as fol10w5:

"an estuary is a semi-encl05ed coastal body of water havine a free con-

nection with the open sea and within whicil tllC sea water i5 measurably

di luted -;..ri th fresh water deri ving from land drainage II. In this rape r we

disCUS5 estuaries which are only sliBhtly stratifiee., i.e. the vertical

salinity gradient is small at 811Y point of the estuary. T'nis defination

is more restrictive than that considered by Pritchard as it excludes

estuaries where the vertical salinity cradients are locally large even

if their averar-;e over the depth is small. This type of estuary is usual-

1y produceà when the r:lixing of fresh and salt ',,rater results mainly from

the turbulence due to tidal motion. Other factors which contribute ta

the mixine are the shear stress at the bottom and the winà stress at the

surface.

The basic non-tida1 or aver~~c circulation in estuaries

of this type is shown in Fig. 1. [l'he fresh water enters at the right and

is gradually mixcd with the salt water which cnters ut the 1eft, mainly

at the bottom. The average currents are due to the entry of the fresh

water and ta the àensity difference between fresh and salt water. IYnus

the analysis consti tutes a problem wi th features ~alogous ta oath free

and forced convection. 'l'he problem has been considered by several authors,

e.g. Arons and Stormnel (f), Ippon and i1arleman (3), and Abbott (9), ·"ho

have in their analyses suppressed one aspect of the problem by nssuminr;

a onc-àimensional situation. 'l'he first trcat...ent which considered both
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aspects of the problem 'Was given by hansen (4) and Hansen and Rattray

(5), but they did not consider the wnole length of the estuary. A much

earlier analysis by Ekman (10) gave rcalistic flow patterns only be-

cause of ...ind stress t the gravi tational ter:!l having been ami tted in his

a.r·r:roximate equations of r::.otion.

3.

In tnis section we ~,iraplify the meen equatior.s of mot.ior,

anà conti nui ty by making sorr.e assumption:;; about the correlations bet ...... ecn

the meal1 velocity, the oscillating tianl vclocity, and the turbulent fluc-

tuations.

Sea

Hi ver

A

D

Notation Used in Text- -_.- ----+- -- ,------

Kinematic eddy viscosity; i\.*= A/Ao w·here Ao is a refercncc vuluc

of A.

Breadth of estuary, taken as a i'unction of x only; lji(= i5/iJo

where no is a referenee value of 13.

Derth of estulirj, taken us constant or as a function of x only.

G

k

K

L

Acceleration duc ta (~ruvity.

Constant in equation (4.ô), -,.,ith U11its of (salinity)-l.

Diffusion coefficient fol' salt; Kz , Kx , Kxo beiDg vertic:al,

longitudinal and a reference value respectively.

i::s t uary length.

Lo,Ll'~ Leneth seales used in equation (5. 8 );Lo is used. in ~;eetion 6

'..li th a ài fferent de fini tian.

p

R

s

t

Pressure.

Ri ver àischarge pel' wlÎ t time.

Salinity (instantaneous value); ST tidal comroncnt of S;G'

turbulent component of S; S·= G/So ·.... here Sa is a refl'rc:ncc

salini ty.

'l'ime.
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The three components of the equation of motion are

(0.
x

' 0y' f.!z) be the veloci ty components and the components of the earth 1 s

rotation at any point in the estuary.

6.

u ) and
z

U.1)ri u J,
z y

and z the verti cal co-ordinate, positi ve downwarâs. Let (u
x

' u
y

'

5.

any referencc value of x.

Longitudinal co-ordinate, measured positive seawards; Xc is

Vertical co-orüinate, rosi ti ve downwards from the surface.

Tidal component of li, having an amplitude Uo.

Velocity (instantaneous value); u' turbulent component of li;

Lateral co-ordînate.

.~ velocity vector.

u

u

x

z

y

CA:>
00
o

Exponent.

c c = k :3
o

i'~on-dirnensional longitudinal coordinate.

au dU au dU
-----L + u .-L + u -----L + U -L = _.1:. i:e - 2 [ri u
dt x 3x y 3y z 3z p 3y z x

;\jon-ùimensional àepth co-orùinates.

9 A component of salini ty.

Constant.

(:3.3)

a

Non-dimensional longitudinal co-ordinate.

Density; P
r

density of freshwater.

Vari able I1roportional te ~ aJ 'j nity di fference.

where p is the pressure and p the density. The viscous stress terrns are

not included in these equations since it is known that they are smaller

than the turbulent stress terms by several orders of magnitude (Ca~eron

;'lind. stress.

Non-dimensional strea-n function.
and Prîtcnard (6), p. 319) and they may be regarded as beîng inc1uded

Streara function; 1'*== if' l'of where Y is a reference value of If
o 0

in the Reynolds stresses in later equations.

Angular veloci ty of the earth.

or superscript 'l'ime averaee ovcr one or more tiè.e cycles.
Vertical acceJerations may oe neglected since the y are

typically in the order of 10-
r

, ms -2 whereas g and ~ * are approxi-

mately 10 I:lS-
2 hence equation C5.3) may 'oe replaced by

Consider a long anù fairly narrow estuary, terms whose

meaning will De defined later. Take the origin of co-orùinates in the o 1.~
p 3z - g. U.4 )

free surface at the upstren.m limit of the estuary anà let x be the 100-

gi tudinéü co-ordinate taken posi ti ve seawards, y the lateral co-ordinate,



7.

"de shall e>:press the velocity vector u in the following

form

U;::;U+_~+~l,

the time mean velocity averaged over one or more tidal cycles,

U ;::; the tidal veloci ty, which i5 assumeù ta De the SUffi of

simple harmonie functions of the tidal period U
x

' U
y

' U
z

'

with amplitudes Vox' Voy' Uoz in directions x, y, z

respecti vely.

It has been shawn by a nu~ber of workers, in particular

Johns (11), that the osci11ating tidal water 1eve1, in addition to

causing an oscillating current, gi ves ri se ta a small residual current.

'l'his residual current is includeci in li 50 that strictly tJ is the oscilla-

6.

assurnine water ta ue incompressible.

'l'he time mean equations are obtained from equations (3.1)

and (3.2) ·DY substitutine for ~ and usine equations (3.5), (3.6) and

(3.7). In the operation of taking the time mean, terms of the type

u' :> aI1d
-

U inciicates time<u <u > where <> the mean, are set cqual tox y x y

zero since by de fini tian <u u' > = U <u' > and <ut> = 0 and similarlyx y x y y

<Uy > :: O. It is assumed that terms of the type <U
x

u;> are equal ta zero

since there is no reason ta suspect a correlation between the oscillatine

ticlal motion and the turbulent velocity fluctuations, although the ;;leM

square rY,aenitude of the fluctuations will be c;reatest during the period

when U
x

is largest.

1.-0ry part of the tidal velocity. After averaging,. the Coriolis forces appearing in equation

u· the turbulent velocity fluctuation which are asslIJ"ed ta have

a time seale significantly smaller than the tidal [criod.

The equatiüns of· continuity for the t~bulent, tidal and.

(3.1) mo.y oe neglectecl sinee ·u
z

is extremely small and U
y

and U
y

are

assumed to be zero because of the chosen snape of the estuary (?ri tcharâ

(2)). '1';.'1e !:1ean equations of motion are then given by

mean velocities are

'lu' 'lu' 'lu'
x .......JI. +

Z
0,a;z- +

dY dZ

3U 3U au
x y Z

0,-âx + :ay- + ._-
dZ

'lu 'lu 'lu
x + ._J.. +

Z = O.
'lx dY dZ

U.5)

(3.6)

U.7)

'lu 'lu d·u
d <~ lEx x .2+ <U U <U U+ u x dX + u > + âZ >

dt Z dZ <lx x x x Z 0 'lx

d <u· u' >
d

<u· u' >
d

<u· u '> (3.8)a;z -
3y - aïx x y x z x '

and

0
l dD

2 II
d

<u' u· > d <u· u' >- <u' u' >. (3.9)<- ---> - u - ai<" dZ0 dY Z x x y 3Y y y Z y

r
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9.

of reasoning has been adopted ta obtain equations similar ta those of the

Equation (3.8) contains two terrns involving the tidal com-

!'"
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10.

the meall salinitYJ

the periodic variation in salinity due ta the tidal rr:otion,

which is assumed ta he simple harmonie with &~plitude STd

8 ' the turbulent sluctuation in the salinity.

~e can now substitute equation (3.12) into equation (3.11)

aJ1d oy taking ti:ne average over several tidal cycles obtain the mean sa-

where S

a 5 impIe h anno
au

Uox ax
OX

If,

panents of the velocity. Since U
x

has been assumed to be

nie function the first term is equivalent ta ~ <U U > ;
3x x x

as is frequently the case, the tidal wave is a progressive wave, U
x

and

o . a . .
Uz are 90 out of phase, and tne term 3z <UxU

z
> dlsappears. A more

thorough discussion of this point is given in Appendix 1; the present line

lini ty equation. 'l'he types of ter:ns in this equation whi ch CM be set equal
previous 'w'orkers. Hith this assumption equation (3.8) becornes;-

te zero are
a
ax <U

X
since U

x
and ST arc usually 90° out of phase

au au au au
.-2 + li ~ + li ~ + U ~ = _ <;t;. ~>
at x ax z az ox ax p ax

au'>ax <u~ X

(13o......den (12), p. 27), ·~-x <U
x

S'> anù ~~ <S u'> since there lS no reason
o dX '1' x '

te believe that there lS any correlation bet'ween the factors of these pro-

ducts (Cameron and Pritchard (G), p. 322). Hence equation (3.11) becornes

<u'
y

u' > 
X

a <u'
az z

~"le sha11 now formulate the equation for salt continuity.

If we neglect molecular diffusion on grounds that the turbulent diffusion

as as
= (ü S) a (ü s) a (ü s)<--> - at - ay 'â7:at ax x y z

a
<u' S'> a

<u' s' > <u r s' >.ax - ày - azx y z

is larger by several orders of m~3nitude, we have

as
3t

a(u S)
x-ax--- -

a(u s)
z

az
U.ll)

In (1) Pritchard wrote the salinity equation for the two-

wnere J is the salinity. ùimensional flow in an estuary in which the breadth B varies wi th x anà

z in the form:

',~'e assu:ne thut the salinity Carl oe expressed in trie farm

as:) + ST + S' as
at

u
z oZ

.l,.L il
3 dX

<ù. 1 S' > _
X

l .d._ il
il Jz

<li' S'>.
Z



II. 12.

ln arder to obtain this equation ~le assll.'TIcd none of the variables appearing 'l'able 1

vere dependent upon y. He presented a more rigorous ùeri vat ion of an

equi valent equation in (13). .'l~r..~~._~~i:.~__~~:~t__~.~I?~_i_~_~t..J:_0:~~~~L_~~eE.E.:r:~ t.-chm:~_l~.t!-...~_~E~~~_e_j_~

-3 -1 4tI',,- __s ~_1.:.o._

Tne equations of motion, (3.9) and U.10), and the twc-di-

mensional equation of salt continuity (4.1) describe the 1'10',.1 in a stra-
, -,, ,
.3 JZ

tified e10ngated estuary. Pritchard (1), (2) attempted to eva1uate the re- Depth

meters
13 < ut St >

x

each term.

(Hijkswaterstaat (16» and Newcastle Harbour (Hinwood (17».

'l'he values of the terms in equation (4.1), the salt con-

including the Tnames (Inglis and Allen (15», the Rotterdam IVaterway
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_._--------------- ._- .-----_._.- _ .._-_._-----_._._--_.- ------ -_._-----
0.0 - 4 ') 484.0 0.0 1,3 - 1401.1.L

0.5 - 3.6 40'{.0 1,0 1,3 - i'03.'{

1,0 - 1,0, 326.0 1,4 1,3 - 32i~. 9

1,5 0.0 238.0 1,9 0.6 - 236.'{

2.0 - 0.1 159.0 4.2 0.2 - 154.9

2.5 0.1 88.0 21,9 - 1,0 65.2

3.0 0.8 8.0 - 11'{.0 - 0.8 125.0

3.5 2.5 - 118.0 154.8 0.6 2'{0.9

4.0 4.8 - 219.0 81,0 - 0.6 295.8

4.5 15.5 - 279.0 33.8 0.6 297.9

5.0 14.5 - 268.0 13.7 - 0.4 281.6

5.5 10.0 - 278.0 9.2 - o ., 211.9.,

6.0 10.5 - 278.0 6.7 - 1,2 275.4

6.5 11,9 266.0 5.2 O.G 279.9

T.O 12.0 - 318.0 3.5 - 1.0 303.5

1.5 12.0 Ji'5.0 3.5 0.1 329.6

the horizontal convective term u as and
x ax

~ ~z CB < u~ 8' » are the dominant ones ex-

bution in the James Ri ver is similar te that observed in many estuaries

From this table we see that

cept near z = 3 ID where U
x

reverses direction and the vertical convective

lati ve importance of the di fferent terms in these equations by usinE; sa-

lini ty and veloci ty data collected in the James Ri ver estuarJ in the sum-

mer of 1950 (Pritchard (14» • The general picture of s alini ty distri-

term - as , . 1
Uz ai:" Decornes Important a so. The time rate of change and the hori-

zontal turbulent term are re1ative1y sma11. Dyer (persona1 communication)

however the results are believed to gi ve correct orders of magnitude for

nas pointed out that the evaluatian of the tua turbulence terms given in

tinuity equation, at differen~ depths at one station are given in Table 1.

the vertical turbulent term

Table l requires the neglect of one term then the neglect of the other,

CC>
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CC>
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stress was zero at the surface and could be estimated at the bottom

from the Prandtl-von Karman boundary layer theory for a rough boun-

:::c
Z
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(4.3)o.

he obtained the following:

dary with a roughness height of 0.02 cm. The shear stress could then

He then solved equations (4.2) and (4.3) for the shear stress term

2..- <u' u' >. He made the physically reasonable assumptions ,that thisaz z x

14.

are also negligible compared to the other terms of (3.9) and (3.10).

13.

Argument by analogy with salt flux appears ta oe weak because the above

line of argument.

salt flux is small, as shawn above, it would be reasonable ta asswne by

In his 1956 paper (2), Pritchard. argued that since the horizontal turbulent

analogy that the horizontal compcnents of the turbulent flux of momentum

Let us now consider the equations of motion (3.9) and (3.10).

term in equation (lt .1) may be small merely because u~ and S 1 are not cor

related, however the conclusions appear reasonable from the following

a , a. .
+ âY <u~Uy > + 'âz- <u~u~ >. Arproprlate length 5 cales for the changes ln

mean turbulence parameters will' be the same as those for mean and tidal

Tne turbulent flux terms in equation (3.10) are d <u'u'>oX x x

be evaluated, and the relative importance of the different tenns in

(4.2) could De determined. Tne results of these calculations are given

in rrable 2.

velocities, since these velocities cive rise ta the turbulence. Thus,

since the fluctuating velocities are aIl of the same arèer of magnitude,

the vertical ter~l is likely ta be greater than the longitudinal and

transverse terms by factors of L/D and niD respecti vely, where L is the

Pritchard's ass~~ption of 0.02 cm, although reasonable

is quite critical and his shear stress values could easily be 50% or

more in error. Assuming that he calculated the bed shear stress from

a mean valocity measured 0.5 m above the bed, then a roughness height
length of the estuary. Very near the channel lJoundaries the turbulence

of 0.13 cm, which he cites as appropriate for a sandy bed, results in
will shaw pronounced anisotropy and this argument. will not De correct,

Dut it will De valid throughout most of the estuary. Thus equation (3.10)

oecomes

the shear stress being increased by a factor of 51, and alters the

computed horizontal pressure gradients.

1
<

p
an
--~ >
'dx

a
oZ <u'

z
u l >.

X
(4.2)

Pritchard also assumed that equation (3.4) applied, and after averaging



Table 2

15.
l6.

De unchanged on integration across the breadth of the estuary and equa-

Variation with depth of the terrns in the lonJ>.itudinal cornponent

of the rnean equation~rnotion for a typical section in the

Jame~ Riv~after Pritchard (2), expressed in rn s-2x 106

tion (3.7) will becorne

i.- Bu + i.- Bu
ax x az z o.

Depth

meters
a~

u -x ax
-<~ ~>

p ax
-~ <u'u'>
az z x

'l'hu:; Pritchard's equations (4.1) and (4.4), together

wi tl1 the continui ty equation (4.5) and appropriate bounàary conùi tions

0 0.03 0.01 2.n 14.30 11.29

1 0.12 0.09 2.97 10.56 7.38

2 0.08 0.28 2.97 6.83 3.50

3 0.01 0.42 2.9'7 3.10 0.30

0.09 0.20 2.97 0.64 3.90

0.11 0.01, 2.97 4.38 7.50

(; - O.Ol, 0.01 2.97 8.09 - 11.03

7 0.01, 0.02 2.97 l1.n 14.72

~---- ----._._- -_._- --------------------- -- _._-- ------- --- ----------

T'ne convective terms in cquation (h.2) are shown in ta-

ble 2 ta be negligible .in ccmparison with the other tenns. Eence equa-

tion (il.2) may be written as

forrn a mathematical model of an elongated estuary of gradually varying

breadth in which the variables and parameters are assumed not to var]"

across the breadth. 'l'wo more relationships are required. The first i5

an equation of state which relates p and S. For the type of estuary

we are considering the following expression can be used:

(4.6)

where P f is the densi ty of frcsh water and k is a constant. The second

is a relationship' between the rnean and the turbulence quantities such

as the eddy coefficients introùuced in the next section.

If the time-::ic8...'1 var~ fÜ)J,.CS anù pararneters are assurned

not to vary across the fla"" the y;oint equations (4.1) and Ut .4) ·.... ill

dU
U ox <:1: 212>

ox --;lX = - p ax <u 1 u'>.
dZ Z x

(4.4)

In oràer to treat the moùel developed in the previous

section, it is necessary to simplify it. It is usual ta relate the shear

stress te the mea~ velocity graàient by a coefficient of eddy viscosi-

ty, A, àefined by

<u' ut>
z X
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Thus equation (4.4) becomes

aü
(A azx).

Similarly the turbulent fluxes of salt are related to the mean salinity

gradients by coefficients of eddy diffusion, K
x

and K
z

' defined by

<u' S'> K as (5.3)x x dX'

<u' S' > K
as

(5.4)z z az

In general the eddy coefficients are not constants, but are functions

of position and the parameters of the flow taking appropriate values

at each point. For steady conditions equation (4.1) becomes

18.

rigorous procedure is to consider the order of magnitude of terms af-

ter all differentiation; this will be discussed in a later paper in

this series.

The first such simplification is to remove the pressure

from equations (4.3) and (5.2). Tne difficulty in doing this is that

. (4 3) . l ~ . . ( )'the pressure appears ln • ln the forni iT ax whl1e ln 5.2 1 t

appears in the form <! .fE>. By assuming that there is no correlation
p oX

between p' and p' or from the arguments presented in Appendix 2 it

may be shawn with sufficient accuracy, that

<! ~>
p ax

which is implicitly assumed in the three papers by Hansen and Rattray.

:c
Z
::E
o
o
'::::lI

state (4.6) we obtain after some manipulation and by using the fact

(5.6) and the equation of

(4.5) can be satisfied by a stream-u as + u as - l a (B Kas) + ! l-- (B K as)
x ax z az - iï ax x ax B az z az .

From the results in Table l we can deduce that the term containing K
x

must usually be fairly small compared to the term containing K
z

'

The equation

function ljJ defined by .~ = - B u l'i'. = B 'ü . If D andaz x' dX Z ~

nated from equations (4.3) and (5.2) using

are elimi-

Further simpli fications were obtained by Hansen and Rat-

tray who reduced the equation of motion to a linear equation. A more

rigorous reduction is given below. The resulting equation is partly

obtained by differentiation of the simplified equations (4.3) and (5.2),

and i t is by no means certain that the derivati ves of the terms neg-

lected in obtaining the latter equations are also negligible. A more

that the tidal term is independent of z (Table 2);

+ k a (S .<1.._ [A L (.~ l'i'.)]} + g k as = 0
az az az B az ax'

This equation can be simplified if cert~in conditions



19.

are ~atisfied. ~n arder te obtain these conditions we shall nondimen-

sionalize (5.7) by defining new variables as follows:
+ Uox

auox
aï<

as'"--- +
a~2.

..as
~= o.

20.

(5.8)

..
'iJo 'iJ ,

In comparison with the first term, the second term is

of lower order of magnitude since kS
o

« 1. Tne suppression of this

term can be called a Boussines~ type approximation. The third term,

however, requires more àiscussion. This term can only be ignored if

Here t/J
o

and So are reference values of tP and 8, L
o

the length scale

for horizontal variation in 5, LI the length scale for vertical vari

ation in 'iJ, and L2 the length scale for vertical variation in S. It

seems reasonable to suppose that LI is of the same order of magnitude

as the âepth of the estuary, while L
2

may possibly be very much smaller

if there is a thin layer in which the salinity varies rapidly. We shall

also wri te

Ll /L2 is of order l, but if there are parts of the estuary in which

the vertical salinity gradient varies relatively rapidly over a length

could be of arder 1, and in this case the third term would have ta be

retained. To ensure that k So(Ll /L2 )«1 this paper is restricted to

slightly stratified estuaries, i.e. with no strong salinity gradients

at any point. The restriction of small salinity gradients allows us

te omit the product of the tidal acceleration and the vertical salin-

A
ity gradient in e~uation (5.8). The restriction imposed is that

where A
o

and B
o

are reference values of A and B.

au
u ~~

ox ax
«1

In terms of these variables and parameters e~uation (5.7)

becomes

or an equivalent but more complete expression obtainable from the re-

sults of Appenè.ix 1.

Tnus in a slightly stratified estuary e~uation (5.8)

may be reduced to
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In terms of the stream function ~, the salt continuity

equation (5.5) becomes

The velocity components and the salinity must satisfy

certain conditions at the boundaries. Only the conditions at the sur-

face and the bottom will be given here; these conditions are

1) the net transpOrt is equal to the ri ver flow R,

2) the shear stress at the surface is equal to the

wind stress,

3) there is no normal flow and no slip at the bottom

z = D (x),

4) the normal salt flux is zero at the surface and the

bottom, or equivalently, the salt flux is zero across

any section and is zero at either the surface or the

bottom.

Thus we have

22.

B K
as

0 at 0, (5.12"0 )az:= zz

D
Cs a~ + 2.~)1 jJ K dz o. (5.12c)0 az z ax

It must be pointed out that sinee the viscous terms no

longer appear explicitly in equation (5.9) the use of the no slip con-

dition restricts the choice of eddy viscosities and may introduce dif-

ficulties in the analysis.

6. Similarity solutions

Similarity solutions of the rnodel deri ved in the previous

section have been obtained by Rattray and Hansen (3), Hansen (4), and

Hansen and Rattray (5). Before we diseuss these solutions it is neces-

sary to remark that although they attribute their longitudinal equation

of motion to Pritchard they write an equation similar to (5.2) dif-

ferently in each paper. These differences are in the definition of the

eddy viscoslty and in the form of the tidal term, and necessitate va-

rious assumptions in order to arrive at equation (5.9).

:::z:
SE
:E
<:)
<:)
C

~ R, a (.:!:. 2.'E.) T at z 0,az B az p~

1jJ .~+2.'E.dD= 0 at z D (x),
az ax dx

and any two of

K
as

K
as dD

0 at z D (x) ,
z az- x aï< dx =

(5.11b)

Based on Pritchard' s data, Hansen and Rattray (5) di vided

the estuary into the three regions shawn in Figure 2. The other data

cited in Section 4 show the same trends, and although the regions merge

into each ether sueh a di vision appears te be reasonable. It is te be

regretted that this expedient is necessary.because it has the cffect

of introducinganother parameter whose magnitude is to be determineù

from the measurementa thereby r~ducing the value of the comparison of

the ory and measurement.
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the data of Pritchard, although Table l shows that assumption (5) may

net be justi fied.

0L- .L- -'-- ~~==_ _..L_

o

Outer
region

Central
egion

1
Surface

40

Inner Region

!Jottom

1

50

If a new variable, " = g (1 - ~ ), is introduced,
o

where So is the salinity of sea water, equations (5.9) and (5.10)

become

Distance from mouth

(Values given are 50-x where x is the longitudinal co-ordinate)

FIGURE 3-~~!-TUD~~~~IiUTY D!-STRIBUTI0l!-}]'-.-"=,-'...Œ DELAHARE R~~

~RJ!i'0'~I1'Cj~!!-~~'i-SEN A.!'!-i2-R~TTRAU2)--,-_~A~U~~I.\:rJ~If_~E~.::2.L

4
A d 1jJ da
li ;;'4" - E ax = 0, (6.1)

(6.2)

In their treatment of the outer region, Rattray and

Hansen (3) assumed that

where E denotes the differential specificgravity kS
o

' This parameter

is small compared te unity. The boundary conditions become

1) K
x

is zero,

2) A, K
z

' and B are constant,

3) the net transport R is only a small part of the to-

tal circulation, 50 it can be ignored ta a first arder

4) the surface salinity is prescribed

5) vertical adveetive salt flux is zero.

ijI = da 0, l d
2

ij1 "(
at = 0,az-= ïï---:2= -Apf , z

dZ

and

1jJ = da = dijl
0, at = D (x)az- az-= z

(6.3a)

(6.3b)

is no,", being assumed constf!llt.

although comparison with equations (5.11) and (5.12) shows that D (x)

The similari ty trans formation used by Rattray and Hansen is

It is evident that assumption (3) is reasonable as far

as momentum and water fluxes in this region are concerned but in arder

te create proper salinity distribution it necessitates an assumption

sueh as ("4) above. These assumptions were justified by reference to

1jJ (x,z)/B = K ~a+l F(n), a(x,z)
z

= A K L -3 c 5a+1G( )
Z 0 <, n ,
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where ~ :::: x/La' and Lo and a are chosen 50 that the dimensionless

variable n :::: Z L -1 ~a varies from zero at the surface te uni ty at
o

the bottom of the estuary, subject to the restriction that Œ cannot

be greater than -0.4 in arder ta satisf'..'r the realistic estuarine

condition of increasing depth and approach of salinity to that of the

ocean. This implies that the depth is D = L l+Œ x-a, and thus the
o

boundary condition (6.3b) no longer corresponds to no slip at the

bottom.

26.

For mathematical simplicity they then assumed that the width, E, and

aIl the turblÙent exchange coefficients do not vary wi th depth and

thet the river discharge, R, is constant indicating that no tributary

inflows occur.

Solutions of equations (5.9) and (5.10) are sought in

the form

::c
Z
::lE
o
oc

Tne equations for F and Gare

1J! (x,z) R $ (n), S(x,z)

F"" - d(5Œ+2)G + anG'] 0,

where v is a constant, n = z/D, , = R(x-Xo)/BDK
xo

' and x = X
o

is any

chosen reference section at which the average value of S is So Equa-

G" + F'[(5Œ+2)G + ŒnG'] O.

Approximate solutions were obtained by expanding F and G in power~

of E. The details of the solution and the comparison of i t wi th field

observations can be found in Rattray and Hansen (3). However, since

tions (5.9) and (5.10) become

$" "+ v RŒ = 0,1-18" + vel' + 1)

with boundary conditions

V + t $' 8d n

°

the boundary condition (6.3b) can no longer be given a physical inter-

pretation, it is difficult to estimate the validity of the solution.

In Hansen and Rattray (5) the central and the inner

regions are considered. In formulating their equations for the central

region they assume that D, A and Kz do not vary along the estuary and

that Kx ' which is non-zero, increases seaward at a rate proportional

te the river discharge velocity, i.e.

and any two of

8' (0)

8' (1)

0,

0,

0, ~(O)

O.

l, $" (0) T,
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This boundary problem is characterizedby the three

dirnensionless parameters.

T

Ra=L~
AKxo

28.

and also a non-si~~larity solution to the boundary value problem

de fined in Section 5.

Hansen and Rattray also obtained a solution for the

inner region by using a procedure similar te the one used in their

treatment of the outer region. The resultant similarity equations

where Kxo is a reference value of K
x

. Hansen and Rattray interpret

these as the dimensionless vind stress, the estuarine analog of the

M
K K B

2
z xo

---R-2--
are solved approximately by expanding the dependent variables in

. _ 1. . _ ..
power serles ln M. Tnls procedure 15 Justlfled, they state, for

estuaries vith strong tidal currents. Again the details can be found

in Hansen and Rattray (5).

Rayleigh number, and a ratio of tidal rnixing to ri ver flow, respecti vely.

The final parameter could be better regarded as the square of this

ratio, provided that IK
z

K
xo

is taken to be a typi cal tidal mixing

coe ffi cient.

The solutions are:

s
so

For appropriate values of T, v, Ra, and M these solu-

tions agree fairly weIl with observations. Tne detailed comparison is

given in the paper referred to. It is interesting to note that it is

necessary to take K
x

to be a non-zero function of x in arder ta obtain

this solution. Hansen (4) had previously obtained the same solutions

Pritchard's model of a coastal plain estuary has been

shown to be a satisfactory basis for further studies provided that the

assumptions discussed above are satisfied. Pritchard's model has been

develored by Rattray and Hansen who have made additional assumptions

and simplifications in order to obtain their solutions.

An assumption, not made explicitly by these authors,

is that the vertical salinity gradients should be very small every~

~~~~, i.e. the estuary is slightly stratified. This may be taken in

conjunction with their assumptions about the geornetry to define the

class of estuary ~der consideration. An unacceptable assumption is

the neglect of ri ver flow by Rattray and Hansen (3).

The solutions of the model depend strongly on the choice
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of the forms that the turbulent transfer coefficients A, K
x

' K
z

are

assumed to have. T'ne concept of cddy trans fer coefficients does not

rest on a firm theoretical basis, anû the validity of their use vith

time mean velocity gradients, which ignore .tidal currents, is question-

able. Hewever, i t seems that at the present time a quanti tative treat-

ment of estuarine flow can only be attempted if these coefficients are

used and are assumeà to be constant or te vary in a simple manner. Tnus

one application of this model is to examine various possible forms of

A, Kx and K
z

to see which assumptions yield physically realistic solu-

(1) PRITCHARD D.H.

(2) PRITCHARD D.iL

30.

A study of the salt balance in a coastal

plain estuary.

J. Mar. Res., 13 (1954), 133.

rl'he dynemic structure of a coastal plain

estuary.

.J. Har. Res., 15 (1956), 33.

tions. Using very simple assumptions for the mode of vairation of A,

Kx and Kz ' Rattray and Hansen have obtained quite gooà agreement be

tween their solutions and Pritchard's data. Unfortunately, as is charac-
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J. l~ar. Hes., 20 (1962), 121.
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reliability of this confirmation.

In practice it appears that solutions of the model could

be applied to fill in gaps or extend the range of field measurements
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hence V kK[VIX
sin k(x-ct) + V sin k(x+ct)] Fz (z)

Z 2x

l rt+T
and <V V >

dt
V V dt

x Z x Z

VIX V2x
kK F F sin 2kx.

x Z

33.

[VIX cosw(x-ct) + V
2x

cosw(x+ct)] F
x

(Z),Suppose V
x

small amplitude in a uniforn channel withour friction (the notation

which permits a proGressive, standing or intermediate tide wave of

for velocities and co-oràinates is the S ë..'i1e as in the text, but other

symbols apply only ta this appendix).
In the e~uation of motion the tidal terms appear as

derivatives and in th~ final e~uation (egn. 5.8) they should appear as

1ne continuity equation is

-k [VIX sin k(x-ct) + V
2x

sin k(x+ct)] F
x

(z)

+ [Ulz cos (k(x-ct)+o)+U
2z

cos(k(x+ct)+o)J F~ (z),
and

Both of these terms disappear if the tide is a pure progressive wave

&reater than that of the estuary. In aIl other cases ~oth tidal terms

F
hence -lf

Z

where (. is a f'inite constant and the primes denote differentiation.

(i.e. if U
2x

=

with depth (F
x

0), if there is no significant variation of tidal velo city

) . . 2lT . hconstant , or If the length of the tldal wave k lS mue

must be retained.
If x = t = 0 the second of these equations can only a

if
T'

'i'akingapply E 2' E = - L

o. frhe complete pressure term in the equation of motion is,

in ve cter forni.

'There fore,
<V'p x \71> + <V-_o_'-x 'V pT>.

o (p+p')p
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Tne first term on the right hand side hes already been

considered, the second terrr: involves the product of deri vati ves of

density and pressure fluctuations. In the y direction the latter term

oecorr.es:

< tr Jl...' x Vp'> <):::; d _..E..~ ._l.J:.1 > _ <.~ .__p_~__ ~~ >

Ciï + P • riï dX CP + p')p dZ dZ (iï + pl)p dX

36.

gravitational term in the e~uation of motion is of order g(~).

Since both kSo and D/L are small ~uantities the neglect of the fluc-

tuation term appears ta be reasonable without the need ta assume that

pl and pl are uncorrelated.

l <_(30' dpi _ ~~ ~~>

dX dZ dZ dX

plus term of higher order in p' !P.

Applying mixing lengths idees, a density fluctuation may

be regarded as the result of a circular.eddy acting mean density gradients,

hence typical values for a slightly stratified estuary are

~p~ -
dZ

'l'he pressure at a Doint will fluctuate if the average

density of the water above it :-luctuates. Assu!ning that an eddy of diame-

ter up ta D and density differential pl passes over the point in question,

the pressure will fluctuate an amount :p' .:. p I g D, and the gradients will

have the vaJ ues

lE:... - ~ - • - . siL.
dX dZ p g gpo K 0

k S 2
Tnus the fluctuation term is of the arder of g{-C::::.o.) , whereas the

w
~L --.l ----------.....!
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OH l,'LOil IH ES'j.'ÜJ>1UES

PAR:l.' II: ft 8LIGH'l'LY 8'l'E.t..'IIF'IED TUHBUi.,~~~?i.' ?::..m-;

1. - IWi'HODUC'.i.'IOn.

,Flow in li two-clir.:ensional channel of uniform 6..epth is

consiùeree.. 'l'he fla.....,. is assunecl te "oe incompressible but non-hoï.ioc;eneous

due to differences in uny conservative propcrt:r, éllthough l'or cODvenience

the particular exar:lple of a horizontal channel containinf. wuter of

varyine salinity ~,.;ill te dcscriLed. 'l1:rou[h the c:.ction of turbulence,

vertical and horizontal mixinc accur, and in addition convective fluxes

of salt may occur.

Iill important eXaI;1ple of this idealisecl fla ....' is the coastal

plain Or sliCbt1y stratified estuary àiscusseà by 8nsrmssen anù Eirr;·;eod

(1) - referred te as Part l - and '0Y Pritchard (2), Eansen C~), Eansen

ancl Rattray (4) and t";any others. Hiver water enters the estu.ary at one

end and sea water at the other end, predominantly at the tottor::. i·:ixing

occurs ~ainly over the central recion of the estuary, anù the salinity

satisfies boundary conditions at both ends of the estuary.

In this paper we show tLat it is not possible for the

flow ta De two-dimensional and slightly stratified, the channel ta be

of constant depth and the turbulent diffusion ta be expressed by eddy

diffusion coefficients. Sorne or aIl of these conditions have been

assumecl in previous analyses of sligntly stratifieu eS'Guaries, und cven

thouch in this paper \le do not attenpt to propose improveù T:'10dels, i t.

was felt that a careful analysis of the limitations of the models pre-

sently in use would. be of valt<e. He will present an analysis of ,,:ore

general models in a later paper.

2. ?orI::ulation

?he problen will De formulated and analysed in its si~-

plest foru for clarity; then SODe iDportant ceneralizations ~ill te

treateci. 'l'he turbulent incompressible flo",r in a channel of D. non-hoso-

geneou.s fluiù. is considereë. and i t is 8.ssuraecl that the followinc con-

citions are satisfied:

(i) The tir::e-":ean velocity and salinity are t"c-ciir::ensional.

(ii) 'lne depth of the channel, D, is constant.

(iii) 'l1le fla" is slic"tly stratified.

(iv) S.'lle diffusive r.1ixinc r:laY oe 2.ttributed to the effects of

diffusion coefficients which are functions of position.

By the thir<i condition we mean that the vertical salinity gradient is

srr.all at any point and that the salinity throughout the channel nay be

represented by a function of the longitudinal coorüinate only plus a

sn:all ùeviation ",hich is a function of both position coordinates.

We shall now show that these four conditions cannot aIl

be satisfied simultaneously. ;-le cio this -oy assuminc; that they are sat-

isfied, and then by integration of the salt conservation equation we

2.
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3. 4.

obtain a contradiction. It is not necessary to make any detailed as-

sumption about the dynamics of the flow. Both steady and unsteady flows

are considered,· but the boundary conditions are taken as steady in bath

cases for reasons given Iater.

(2.1)

Let xl be the horizontal ~oordinate measureû'along the

channel wi th i ts origin so. chosen that the mixing mainly takes. place

between xl = -L and xl = L. We shall later discuss the different cases

which arise from the different magnitudes of the ratio DiL. Let zl be

H~re the time mean salinity is S and the time mean stream

function ~ identically satisfies the two-dimensional continuity equation.

In obtaining this expression the following assumptions were made:

(1) Molecular diffusion is negligible compared with turbulent diffusion.

(2) The flux of salt due to turbulence may be represented by the prod-

the vertical coordinate taken positive downwards and with" the origin uct of the mean salinity gradient and an eddy diffusion coefficient,

nt the surface. G, in' the x direction and 11 in the z, direction.

(3) AlI quantities are assumed te be independent of the transverse

At the ends of the channel we can suppose that the flow coordinate.

is uniform and that the derivative of the salinity with respect ·to Xl (4) Timemeans of,products of tidal terms are zero as are time means of

tends to zero as Xl ±~. Since we are consiàering 'the mixing offresh
tidal''"a.nd turbulence terms.

and salt water it can also be supposed that the salinity is not constant

throughout the channel. This density difference causes an inflow of

saltvater into the mixing region Ixll .< L, and in order to keep this

region stationary it is necessary to suppose a forced inflow of fresh-

water at the rate R, say; in the direction of positive xl' The strati

fièation is then caused by the partial mixing due to the turbulence of

these two streams of fluid.

me turbulent.salt conservation equation J which was given

in Part l, is

Boundary conditions at the surface and the bottolll .. of the

channel which ensure'conservation of water and salt are

1» R,
dS

0;at zl ° az;-=

0,
as =0,at zl D 1»
~

where R is the net flux'~f water per unit. breadth, i.e. the river dis-

charge per unit breadtb. At the ends of the channel we have the fol-

lowing conditions cn S
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(2.6)

andZ

f(x,t) + L an 0n(x,z,t),
n=l

x,

e(X,z,t)

The assumption that the flow is slightly stratified DOW

•
enables e te be expanded in ter~s of a smaII paraL;eter a

where ri'

(2.4)

as

as .
and that -0- 15 not iclentically zero throughout the channel. From the

aX
l

condition that the flow is uniform at the ends of the channel we have

To norma1ize the prob1em consisting of (2.1) to (2.4) .•e and the boundary conditions (2.2) and (2.3) are satisfied if

at first assume that the significant length seales for changes in S and

~ are equal and later treat the case of unequaI seales. Thus wc define
dO

n 0 ataz= 0, 1 for n 3 l,

non-dimensional coordinates x and z and variables as follows:
dO

f'{x,t) + 0, ôx
n

+ 0 for n ~ l (2.8)

1be stream function ~ nay aIse be expanded in terms of a

as x -+ 00, and

dO
f'(x,t) ->- 0, dx

n
->- 0 for n ~ l

as x + _00. Also"f'{x,t) is not identicaIIy zero for _00 < x < 00.

(2.10)<io(x,z,t) + L an ~n(x,z,t)
n=l

~(x,z,t)

Xl Lx,

Zj Dz,

t j tot,

"'(Xl ,zl ,t l ) ~Jo <i(x,z,t) ,

S(X j ,z l ,t 1) S O(x,z,t) ,
0

G(x
1
,zl ,t j ) KX g(x,z,t) ,

E(X
I

,z l ,t l ) K h(z,x,t)z

where the subscript 0 indicates a suitable reference quantity and K
x

and

K are reference values of G and H. Equation (2.1) now becorees
z

with the bounùary canditiens (2. 2) and (2. 3) bec01ning

dO _ ~ ~ + ~~ + y L ( . ~) + 7. L ('n dO)
T at = <lx Oz dZ <lx "' dX g dX - dZ dZ
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f o RNo
at z 0, f o

o at z l,

f n
0 at z 0, l for n > 1,

and

3fn 0--+ as x + ±oo for n ~ 1.3x (2.12)

3. Steady Flow with Equal Length Scales

The basis of the analysis is to assume that the four condi-

tians stated in section 2 are satisfied and then by integratian of the

linearized salt conservation equation obtain a contradiction.

1ne expansion (2.10) implies that the presence of slight

vertical stratification causes an equally slight modification ta the

strearr~ine patterns which is unlikely ta be true unless ù is extremely

smail. In section 4 this restriction will be removed.

We substitute expansions (2.6) and (2.10) into the steady

form of equation (2.5) and retain only terms of arder aO. At the moment

we do not wish ta make any assumptions about the magnitudes of X and Z

except that bath convective anë. ûiffusi ve terms should be present- in the

line"arized approximate equation. Hence we have

In the next t'Wo sections steady flows are considered;

in section 3 steady flows wi th equal length scales for salinity anli
x dgf' (x) +

3x

stream function and in section other steady flows. 1ne latter comprise

steaay flows vith unequal length seules for salinity and stream function,

flows in which the small vertical strati·fication causes a large change

in stream function anù finally steady flows in a channel of gradually

varied ùepth. In section 5 the restriction of steaciy flow is removed ana

t'Wo types of flow are considered: flows in whieh the salinity is steady

ta first arder anu f10ws in which the salinity is ill1steady ta first oruer.

1nese examp1es include rnost of the cases occurring in estuarine flows;

sorne of the cases omitteà are considered in the final section.

with boundary conliitions given by (2.7) to (2.9), (2.11) anli (2.12).

From this equation we sec that in this m.odel of slightly stratified flow

only horizontal convection of salt is retained. TI1e vertical convection

is of lower arder.

Depending on the magnitudes of X and Z there are three non-

trivial cases ta be considered.

Case 1 X 0(1) , z 0(1) ;

Case 2 X 0(1) , Z 0(a-1 );

Case 3 X O(a) , Z O(a-1).

From the definitions of X and Z given in the previeus scc-

tien we have
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10.

o.X Jl f- [g(x,z)f' (X)]dZ _.B.. f'(x)
o x "'0

o

The orner of integration and differentiation in equation

By substituting for Fo(x) .from the first equation into the second we get

the length of the mixing region is greater,·by several order of magni-

are of the same order of magnitude, ",hile for the second and third cases

'lnus if we suppose that the .ration Kx/Kz is of order l, the first case

implies that. the depth of the channel and the length of the mixing region

tudes, than the depth of the channel. For application·to the flow in

Slightly stratified estuaries the second case is uncloubtedly the more

realistic one.' We obtain, however, the same result fron the analysis of

(3.3) may be interchanged following Leibnitz's rule provided that g(x,z),

d
f'(x) and dX g(x,z)f'(x) are continuous in both x and z for ._00 < x < 00

each of the three cases. and 0 ~ z ~ 1. In flows of the type we are cons~derine these- conditions

are met, and thus we may exchange the order of the operations and then

Case 1. integrate with respect to x to obtain

Equation (3.1) ,reduces to

d~O d
':::r'(x) - X - (gf'(x)).az - dX

C
o

wherè Co is a constant. This equation may be written in the form

When this equation is integrated with respect to z" we obtain
f' (x) - lX P(x)f(x) (3.4)

where a - 2.- , and
- X"'o

Since from (2.11) ~o o and ~o o at z l,
p(x)

_ -B.. f' (x)

"'0 since lX is non-zero, the solution to equation (3.4) is

and



Il. 12.

f(x) Case 3.

In this case X O(a) and aZ 0(1) and with aZ À, equa-

where Cl is a constant. Bence tion (3.1) becornes

f' (x)

Since g(x,z) is positive and finite, p(x) is positive and

finite. Bence fl(x) as given by (3.5) cannot satisfy either of the bound-

By integration with respect to z and application of the boundary condi-

tions (2.7) and (2.11) at z = 0 we have that

ary conditions (2.8) and (2.9), i.e. f'(x) cannot tend to zero as x

Thus we have obtained a contradiction and must conclude that the four

±=. f' (x) O.

conditions stated in section 2 cannet aIl be satisfied for case 1. This implies that the salinity te the first arder is constant, and sinee

we are considering the mixing of fresh and salt water, it must be rejected.

Case 2. ~bus we reach the same conclusions as for cases 1 and 2.

For this case X and Z are both of order l, and if we set

aZ À, equation (3.1) can be written as In this section and in the next section only one of the condi-

tions fl(X) + 0 as x + ±oo is required. Thus the results of these sections

are directly relevant to estuaries.

When we integrate over the depth, we get

(3.6)

ae
lFrom (2.7) we have that az- = 0 at z = 0,1, and since h(x,z) is finite,

equation (3.6) reduces to (3.3). Thus we obtain the same conclusions as

for case 1.

4. Other Steady Flows

The basic case of steady flow presented above may be extended

ta several cases of relevance te real estuaries. The first of these arises

frorn the observation that the salinity (or ternperature) variation.tends to

be concentrated in a thin layer te an even greater degree than the velocity

variation. Thus a smal1er length scale, say Dl' may be appropriate for
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z/D l the steady form of equation.(2.5) now Decornes

anù hence retaining terms of order aO and those containing a(D/D l )

changes in the stream fWlction, L an ~ (x,z). If instead it is assumecl
n~1 n

that the change is of first orùer, equation (2.10) is replaceû by

::c
:::0
:r>

14. V'

3:c
V'
V'
rn
Z
w
:::1
Cl.

~

~

::z:
z
:E
0
0
t:IOn inter;ration of this term "w'ith

~o(x,z) + M l an ~n(x,z)
n~1

~(x,z )

where Na ~ S = 0(1), then the following. terrn must De aùùed to the left

a~l

-S f' azside of equation (3.1):

13.

(4.1)

(4.2)
a D 2 a ae 1

x - (gf') + Z(-) a - (h o-n).
ax Dl an 0

salinity. Writing n

respect to z and the application of the boundary conditions (2.7) and

1be limiteù data available suggest that for the estuaries oeing consiùereù
(2.11) it vanishes. Equation (3.3) and the conclusions are thus unal-

D/D
l

- 2. 1bus the restriction that a(D/D
1

)2 0(1) may De imposed and
tered.

hence the first term may be neglected out the final term must De retained,

a result supported Dy the data of Pritchard (2). As the final extension te the steady flow case, the case

of flow in which the depth varies gradually along the channel will noW

À. 1ben equation (4.2) oecomes be considered.

a~o ae
-f' az = X ;x (gf') + À ;n (h~). From (2.5) we see that the governing equation for this

case is

1be final term disappears On integration over the depth and equation (3:2)

is again obiained, leading ta the same conclusions. _ 2.1~ + 2.1~ = X~ ( ~) + Z~ (h l!!.).
az ax ax az ax g ax az az

1be second extension to the basic steady flow analysis is If we linearize this equation as before, we have

to permit the stream function to change significantly for small changes

in salinity.
a~

f'(x) az
o

= X ;x (gf'(x)) (4.4)

In writing equation (2.10) it was assumed that the small

stratification Ï an 8n (X,z) produced a flow with correspondingly small
n~l

where it is supposed that X and Z are both 0(1). 1bis equation can be

written in the form



where

f"(x)

o(x,z)

Ir....'.:.. - gX]f' (x)
Xg [

1).
16.

at x = co, the borizontal surface velocity is positive and hence o(x,O)

15 posit.ive. 'l'hus if g{x,U) is positive, rt(x) and ;~ cannet tend ta

zero. Secondly, if g(x,z) in (4.) or g(x,O) in (4.6) beCOllie negative,

a(x,z) and ux(x,O) wust also become nebatîve in such a way that the quan

tities

If we intec!ate once, wC cet
°1 x ,z)
g x,z) and

f' (x) f'(O)ç(O,z) f{X o(x,z)
e(x,z) ex!. J ~(_) dX}.o AE. x,.:.

(4.)
cie not tenà to infinity. Otherwise f' (x) and ~~ would become infinite.

ri'hese resul ts are clearly W1acceptable On physical grounàs.

Il similar resul t can oc ûeri veu in a different way. Suppose

that ther~· is no vertical ùiffusion near z ;:; o. 'l'hen at z = 0, equation

(4.3) reduces to

He notice that the expressions (4.5) and (4.6) can only be

obtained if the vertical ùiffusive tern can oe removed from equat.ion (4.3).

ao
il - =x ax

). ~ (. lQ.)
• ax g)x

since il
Z

(ly 0 at z= ax = ü. 1'his equation can De inteeratea to pive
J.'he possioili ty that the conservation equations and. the

stendy bOlliluary conùitions ~ieht be satisfied by an unsteady flo\l was

au L fI (X u)x,O)
- = ---.- eXI - 1 --.- <lx}
)x e(x,u) x ) ü g(x,o)

(4.6)
succcstc::J. by analogy witt: the jet streams. 'ihe jet streams, throuGh their

unsteau.,Y ;;,eandering, transport I:1or.:.enturr, in a direction perpendicular to

since ft (x) and ~ must tend te zero as x -+ 00 the integrals must oe nega
ax

tive nt sorne parts of the channel. Now if the reservoir of salt water is

""wo conclusions can be drawn from (4.5) and (4.6). Firstly

where

K
ao

g(o,o) axl .'
x=o

their r.lean motion balancing advective 'ana other processes and satisfying

conservation of momentwn. A closer analogy is the salt wedge, \lhich has

been observeà in the laboratory to advance ana retreat \li thout any measur-

able unsteadiness in the inf10w or outf1ow conditions (Riddell, personal

corr.rr.t:n:cation, 1971) eaCIl retreat teine r.,arted by a major increase in the

üownstream transport of salt by the upper layer.
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tegration and differentiation is excha11ced. Eence

This equation is inteerated with respect to x anu again the oyùer of in-

where H(t) is an ill1known function. By application of the bounaary con-

=z:s
o
o
~

18.

f(x) + X f'(x) J:C(x,z,tldZ + D(t)
li

~o

we see that

"a JX dx JOIOldZ"at

dition at x =For greater generality we suppose that

Both time independent and time dependent zero orcier profiles

17.

ure considered and in each case the higher order terr.s and the diffusion

coefficients are allowed ta vary wi th time. Consiàering first the case

of steady zero arder salinity, f in the expansion (2.5) is taken as a

function only of x.

aT 0(1), aZ 0(1) •
Ii(t) = Ji.. f(_oo),

~o

Then the linearized equation becomes
and since fl(X) + 0 as x + 00,

R
Wo

[f(-oo) - fH].

with bounda.ry conditions as in section 2.
Thus

If we integrate equation (5.1) with respect to z and impose

the boundary cona.i tians at z = 0,1 we obtain

[f(_oo) - fH]t + A

R JI a- - f' (x) + X a (I>f' (x) )dz.
~o 0 x

where A is a constant.

lbe left hand side is the total amount of salt in the

As before we assume that the integrands are continuous in x, z, t for channel due to 01' and since f(_oo) f(oo) must be nonzero, the expression

< X < 00, 0 ~ z ~ l, 0 ~ t < 00 so that the arder of integration and indicates that it becomes infinite as t -+ 00. 'l'hus we have otta.lned the

differentiation may be exchanged. Hence (5.2) becomes required contradiction.

. Ii a JI- -'- f'(x) + X -a f'(x) g(x,z,t)dz.
Wo x 0

How if fi' 0(1) equation (5.1) becomes



o
a~ ae 1

f'(x) ~ + x.L (gf'(x)) + À.L (h -az).az ax az

19.

if + 0eX as x -+- _co,

20.

This case has been treated in section 3 where it was shown that the four

conditions cannot all be satisfied.

In the second case of unsteady flow to be considered the

zero arder salinity is permitted te be unsteady.

F(t) = ~ f(_oo t).
1f;o '

Thus "We: have

equation

If we set aZ 0(1) we obtain the following linearized since

af
ax + 0 as x -+ <XI.

As above we integrate with respect ta z and impose the

bounâary conditions at z = 0,1. Thus

IJ.'herefore

ff(X,t)ilx

af R af Il a af -
'1' -at = - -,- - + X - (g -)az •

~o ax 0 ax ax

;~uin we suppose that the orner of integration and differentiation can be

constant, and

cxchun€eu. After integration with respect te x we obtain Pl is also constant since we have supposed that the salinity rulU stream-

""'Lere F(-:..) is un unknown function of t. since

Ix af
" at ax

R 'f IlW
o

f(x,t) + X ~x og àz + F(t)

function ào not depend on t at the ends of the channel.

lJ.'his result shows that the salt in the channel liue te

f(x,t) is unbounded, and thus we have obtained the required contradiction.
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6. Discussion of Results

The result obtained is that from consiàeration of the

kinematics and salt conservation a flow cannot be two-dimensional,

sliehtly stratified, with turbulent mixing described by eddy diffusion

coefficients, steady and of constant depth; and the sane result has been

shown to holà with the last two restrictions removed separately. This

result has consequences in the formulation of ~athematical moàels of

estuarine and other flows which will now be considered.

Estuarine flows, other than sharply stratified cases, have.

been mathematically moàelled one-dimensionally by many workers, but two-

dimensional studies are aIl but non-existent. For this reason alone the

analyses of Hansen (3) and Hansen and Rattray (4) are of great interest.

Hansen consiùered.8J1 estuarine flow satisfying the above conditions, as

did Hansen and Hattray except that for their solution for the inner re-

gion they stipulated an exponential or power law variation of the breadth

and. depth with xl' '1'0 solve the equations they were obligea. to impose

aàditional conditions which restricted the validity of their solutions

to particular reaches of the estuar~y. It would be expected that these

restricted solutions could be matched at their ends to c;ive a composite

solution for the whole estuary. Eowever, the result obtaineù here shows

that the assumptions underlyine each of their solutions obtaineù ,,:i th

constant depth and breadth cannat be applied ta the whole estuary sa

t'hat a composite solutionappears to be ill1obtainable. lience any improve-

ment upon the pioneering work of Hansen a~à Rattray, or any newIy èerived

22.

mathematical models must oe based upon sorne other set of conditions.

It is tempting ta s peculate on ·why such an apparently

reasonable, if idealized, model shou1d lead to contradictions and wi th

the hope of improving this moàel each major assumption will be examined

in turn. Firstly the assumption of two-dimensional floy, although

possibly questionable in a real estuary, can te expected to occur in a

1aboratory channel. Secondly, the use of eddy diffusion coefficients

appears reasonable here, although i t does not rest on a sOill1d theoretical

basis. IJ.nis is because no assumptions were made about the form of the

coefficients other than to assume that they are greater than zero, i. e.

that turbulence woulu carry more salt from a region of hieh salinity to

one of 10\/ salinity than in the opposite direction. '1"1:1e conditions of

steaay flow and constant depth were relaxed separately and so are unlike-

Iy to be responsible for the contradiction.

This Ieaves the assumption of slight stratification

throughout the interior of the estuary and at one end bOill1dary as the

most Iikely fault in the model. Field and laboratory studies DOW in

progress should resolve this point, but whatever the fault it is clear

that a rigorous derivation of a mathematical model of estuarine flow is

needed anà this will forro the subject of a Iater paper in this series.
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